
 

Version 1.0.28 

-------------- 

Fixes: 

- Several minor changes made to EPA content for mill and lathe. 

- Fixed issue with previous build where Z quill was overly sensitive to erroring out while running a 3 axis 

program. 

- Fixed issue found only in previous version where Run - Show Path would cause software to crash. 

 

Known Issues: 

- Not all gcodes are supported yet.  This will be resolved in an upcoming version. 

- Run Time Estimator has some known issues. 

- Very intermittently, one or more of the axis in DRO screen may either freeze or not draw correctly.  

Note that when this happens, the machine will still run properly and keep track of its position, it is 

simply not displaying it properly.  This has been fixed and will be released in a future version. 

- Service codes 122 and 131 are not working in this version. 

- Copy Drill to Tap converts INC values to ABS values 

 

 

Version 1.0.27 

-------------- 

- Merged several minor fixes for calibration service codes. 

- Fixed issue in previous build with electronic handwheels not functioning in service code 123. 

- Added service code 550 to allow FST to adjust PGains.  Also lowered the Default PGain values.  Only for 

mills with glass scales enabled. 

- Fixed issue where Tool Path was not stepping correctly when a GCD program was loaded. 

- Fixed scenario where FBWF was not getting re-enabled following a failure during service code 316. 

- Fixed issue with Step Up / Step Down not working during Set Z & Check Z prompts. 

- Fixed issue with electronic handwheels not working while in fixture offset table. 

- Fixed a couple of logic issues found with previous Power Reset changes. 



- Fixed ability to calibrate quill in code 123, previous versions did not take correctly. 

- Fixed a scenario found where motion control ignores G54 command when running a program. 

- Fixed issue where the flashing warning button on the info tool bar does not go away if the ESTOP 

button is released. 

- Message log entries has new line character when logging updateruntime and gdi hide popup messages.  

This causes log viewer to popup a confirmation window for each entry. 

 

 

Version 1.0.26 

-------------- 

- Fixed issue with large GCD program not running at all. Master wasn't taking into account time it takes 

for slave to copy file from transfer folder to temp folder. 

- Fixed issue with 2 axis Rect Profile not doing check z between rough and finish if same tool. 

- Added new logic for Power Reset button.  User will be prompted what to do when attempting to 

enable servos now. 

- Added RETURN button for SUB and COPY screens within PROG. 

- Using back button in prog sub and copy screens results in the Event number being incorrect by 1.  If 

events are already in program, prog editor will show the previous event. 

- When running GCD program if you have a rapid move right after tool change, but the g code only has X 

and Y, it will run with Z equal to zero.  Now Z is set to last Z value. 

 

 

Version 1.0.25 

-------------- 

- Fixed issue with Run Start At with GCD taking longer than usual. DBuffer was being constantly added 

to. 

- Fixed issue with JOG mode not being turned off after leaving Tool Table. 

- (Euro mills) Fixed unintended z motion errors when moving quill in modes where motion is not 

allowed. 

- (Euro mills) Fixed issue with Z axis faulting out during tapping events. 

- In two axis mode, fixed scenario where Z motor would try and compensate for quill movement. 

 



 

Version 1.0.22 

-------------- 

- (Euro mills) Fixed scenarios that were producing erroneous unintended motion faults. 

- Fixed issue where Z axis jumps if quill is moved before Power Feed in 2 axis mode. 

 

 

Version 1.0.21 

-------------- 

- Update to layout of status bar fields. 

- Fixed issue where Run Start At Event with large GCD times out. Changed how time out works and now 

sending communication between slave and master when processing. 

- Fixed scenario where small errors in Z may occur if at tool change prompt the user goes into Traking 

and cranks the quill. 

 

 

Version 1.0.20 

-------------- 

- Fixed issue where service code 1 was not properly saving motion capture file. 

- Jog feedrate must be reduced to 2000 mmpm when door is opened on a Euro machine. 

 

 

Version 1.0.19 

-------------- 

- Added support for Euro machines. 

- Update to SHOW PATH fixes. 

- Fixed scenario where power feed moves in Z when only programmed in X or Y. 

- Removed quill motion in EURO z software monitor feed rate checks. 

- Fixed scenario where after opening a 2 axis program the control behaves as if it were 3 axis mode.  This 

occurs when the two axis program is opened while it is previewed in the look window. 



 

 

Version 1.0.18 

-------------- 

- Fixed scenarios where software updater would not properly update software. 

- Set precision to be 0.0001 (inch mode) and 0.001 (metric mode) in tool table for X mod, Z mod, &  

diameter mod columns 

- Fixed issue where Z axis briefly hops up from RPlane before tapping. 

- Fixed GOTO position, was wrong after machine hit limit or after a Power Feed. 

 

 

Version 1.0.17 

-------------- 

- Added full Parasolid functionality. 

- Fixed scenario where software update would hang, it was missing reset NIC step. 

- Fixed scenarios where circle profile roughing start point not calculated correctly if tool diameter is 

close to circle diameter. 

- Added debug statements to the message log in service code 11 for diagnostic purposes 

- Fixed Order of Passes default is not being remembered after a reboot 

- Fixed issue where mill loses small amounts of position when Traking aggressively through tap events. 

- Fixed scenario where after deleting event in program, the popup and error messages are being shown 

when the program is being drawn in look. 

- Fixed DRO with axis in INC mode, if you enter a new ABS value, the value should not update the 

reference used in INC. 

 

 

Version 1.0.16 

-------------- 

- Fixed issue where if updating from Beta software to release software, it would cause software to crash. 

- Service code 132 shows the wrong number of counts per rev 



- Fixed thread mill where you were not able to complete event after prompts were filled.  For DXF, event 

fields did not scroll correctly. 

- Fixed where you cannot insert an irregular pocket event in front of an irregular profile event.  After 

new event, does not give choice to select AGE mill or arc. 

- Fixed DRO and viewing axis in INC mode, if enter a new part zero with ABS, it should not change the 

value in INC mode. 

- Fixed scenarios where after deleting Irreg Procket Event, the green popup message "If an AGE 

Sequence is copied, all..."message is displayed continuously.  Now will only display when editing the sub 

repeat event with invalid begin and end.  Will still get warning error since the sub repeat is not valid. 

- Fixed so that when opening .CAM file the intermediate file ConvertedTemp.PT4 should be in the temp 

directory instead of the working directory. 

 

 

Version 1.0.15 

-------------- 

- Fixed issue where attempting to sub or copy rotate a 2 axis pocket event will shut down the master 

software. 

- Moved location of where temp files PT10_CONVERTER.INI and PT10_TEMP.DXF were being saved to.  If 

offline user was not an administrator, these files would not be generated correctly and therefore 

converters and DXF would not work correctly. 

 

 

Version 1.0.14 

-------------- 

- Original Release 

 


